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Let C be a finite ~phabet, let R G 2” x 27 be a 
denote the congruence on C* generate . men the &ere 
~~o~m~~~~~~~o~ of the factor monoi = c*/@; f3]. 
Let 27 be an alphabet in one-to-one correspondence to C such that 
1z‘n C- = $$ let - :C+ 27 be a unction realizing this one-to-one w~espon- 
dence, and let C, := 2Y U C-. Further, Bet WI := R U {(ss-, e), (s-s, e) 1 s E Z}, 
where e denotes the empty word. Then the monoid .2:/ *& presented by 
(~~;R~) is a group GK, and the ordered pair (C; R) is a g~o~~-p~ese~t~l~o~ of 
this group Thus, by definition the twfi *- u p~esentatisns (Z”; RI) and (2; _R ) define 
the same algebraic object, i.e., (&; &) = (22; R). 
It is easily verified that (2; R j = (C; R) if and only if the monoid 
is a group. Here we are interested in monoid- and hoop-presentat~ 
a single rule only, i.e., the Thue system R being of cardinality one. 
A monoid-presentation (2; R) with R = {(u, v)} is call1 a olvke-relatiotr 
.~~~o~~-prese~ta~o~, nd it is usually w~tten as (2; u = v). zf = e, then this 
presentation is abbreviated to (2; u). A g~~~~=~~~~~_-_--___ _ -----* *-cmtarlrtion (E; R 1 with 
{(z, u)} is called a o~e+&tor ~~o~~-p$ese~t~tio~~ and it is u~~a~~y w~tten as 
(6; UV-*), where, for w E 27& IV-’ denotes the fork& lipoverse of W, which is 
recursively defined a~ &~Uows: e-’ = e, (wsj-’ = s-w-‘, and (ws-)~~ = SW-‘, for 
allI w E Z& and s E 2% 
n [5] Perrin and Schupp established the following result. 
. Let 2 be a finite alphabet, let 
exists a WC& z E 2? such 
the group GR are ~o~Q~ph~~, i.e. ( 
C*, w # e, and let 
l = {(z9 e)), the mo 
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class of all one-relator groups. This is done by presenting a group having a 
one-relator soup-presentation, but having no one-relation monoid-presentation. 
e group we have in mind is the free abelian group FA2 of rank 2. Since FA2 is 
defined by the group-presentation (sl, s2; slszsis~) (= (sI, s2; sIs2 = s~s,)), it is 
ob~ous~y a o~e.~elQto~ ~u~~. 
e FA2 hm no one-relation monoid-presefitation. 
assume to the Contras that FA2 has a one-relation monoid-presentation 
, where 2 = {sI, s2, . . c , s,} is a finite alphabet, and R = {(u, v)) is a 
one-rule loss of generality we may assume that 
14 3 I4, s the length of the word W. 
Since FA2 is a groupF ea etter So E C is inve~ible modulo c*g, and so fly!,, > 0 
for each si E Z, and v = e. ere lu& denotes the number of occurrences of the 
letter s, in the word U. Thus, we hawe the following situation* 
( SIP s2L;wz =s2sl) = FA2 = (C; R) = (2; u) = (2; ac), 
i.e., (C; r_r,) is a one-relator group-presentation of FA2 with a cyclically reduced 
g relator 1~. Here a word w E 2; is called cyclically reduced, if the word ww 
not ~ntain a trivial relator, i.e., a subword of the form ss- or s-s with 
is obvious that te is cyc~~~y reduced. -- 
:= ;r: - {s* j = {So, s2, . l . , s,-l}. Then by the Freiheitssatz for one- 
sllbgroup (r‘) FA2 of FA2 generated by r is a free group of 
as au AbeGan group FA2 does not contain afree subgroup 
of any rank 1pt > I. Thus, we conclude that it - 1 s 1 impl~ng that IZ s 2. 
For each non-empty word u E {sI}*, the monoid presented by (sl; u) is a finite 
erefore, we actually have n = 2, gqd so the situation is as follows: 
( St, s2; SlS2 = S2Sl) SF&= (sl, s2; u) = (sl, s2; s1s2 =s2sI, u), 
s&e FA2 is elian, us, FX2 = FA2/N, where N is the normal subgroup of 
IM2 that is generated by the word u. Since u E {sl, s2} +, u +g, e, where 
1 = ~hs2~s2s1)~ hsii e), (sisl, e), (s2& e), (s;s2,e)}, 
N of PAZ is non-trivial. is contradicts he fact that 
.e., it is not isomorphic to any of its proper factor 
m ~.~(i~~, for a of of the fact that FA2 does not 
r~sentatio~ contain~g less t 3 ge~erators~. us, FA2 does 
reseutation. III 
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